“Our FRESH extern was so terrific we invited her to apply for a paid summer job with us.”

“Sharing Cornell memories, giving my extern some history, learning how things have changed, and making a friend of a very energetic, intelligent young woman were just a few highlights of my experience hosting and extern.”

“A freshman is less focused vis a vis career goals. FRESH gave me an opportunity to expose my extern to a variety of options; consulting, audit, accounting, and even an entrepreneurial small business.”

“I am always in awe at the maturity of the students...even the freshmen. They come prepared, are very serious, and spend time with me talking about real world situations they may face.”

“My extern was enthusiastic, well-spoken, appropriately curious and comfortably interacted with internal and external professionals. Most important quality in an extern is willingness to absorb and learn, regardless of the posting.”

“A wonderful experience with this student. My background was different than she may have wanted but I showed her opportunities that she may not have been exposed to before.”

“Great candidate. We would hire him if he was a graduating senior and we had an opening.”